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QUESTION 1

John, a California resident, receives notification that a major corporation with $500 million in annual revenue has
experienced a data breach. John\\'s personal information in their possession has been stolen, including his full name
and social security numb. John also learns that the corporation did not have reasonable cybersecurity measures in
place to safeguard his personal information. 

Which of the following answers most accurately reflects John\\'s ability to pursue a legal claim against the corporation
under the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)? 

A. John has no right to sue the corporation because the CCPA does not address any data breach rights. 

B. John cannot sue the corporation for the data breach because only the state\\'s Attoney General has authority to file
suit under the CCPA. 

C. John can sue the corporation for the data breach but only to recover monetary damages he actually suffered as a
result of the data breach. 

D. John can sue the corporation for the data breach to recover monetary damages suffered as a result of the data
breach, and in some circumstances seek statutory damages irrespective of whether he suffered any financial harm. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next question: 

Jane is a U.S. citizen and a senior software engineer at California-based Jones Labs, a major software supplier to the
U.S. Department of Defense and other U.S. federal agencies. Jane\\'s manager, Patrick, is a French citizen who has
been living in California for over a decade. Patrick has recently begun to suspect that Jane is an insider secretly
transmitting trade secrets to foreign intelligence. Unbeknownst to Patrick, the FBI has already received a hint from
anonymous whistleblower, and jointly with the National Security Agency is investigating Jane\\'s possible implication in a
sophisticated foreign espionage campaign. 

Ever since the pandemic, Jane has been working from home. To complete her daily tasks she uses her corporate
laptop, which after each login conspicuously provides notice that the equipment belongs to Jones Labs and may be
monitored according to the enacted privacy policy and employment handbook. Jane also has a corporate mobile phone
that she uses strictly for business, the terms of which are de ned in her employment contract and elaborated upon in her
employee handbook. Both the privacy policy and the employee handbook are revised annually by a reputable California
law rm specializing in privacy law. Jane also has a personal iPhone that she uses for private purposes only. 

Jones Labs has its primary data center in San Francisco, which is managed internally by Jones Labs engineers. The
secondary data center, managed by Amazon AWS, is physically located in the UK for disaster recovery purposes.
Jones Labs\\' mobile devices backup is managed by a mid-sized mobile defense company located in Denver, which
physically stores the data in Canada to reduce costs. Jones Labs MS O ce documents are securely stored in a Microsoft
O ce 365 data center based in Ireland. Manufacturing data of Jones Labs is stored in Taiwan and managed by a local
supplier that has no presence in the U.S. 

When storing Jane\\'s ngerprint for remote authentication. Jones Labs should consider legality issues under which of the
following? 
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A. The Privacy Rule of the HITECH Act. 

B. The California IoT Security Law (SB 327). 

C. The applicable state law such as Illinois BIPA. 

D. The federal Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which is an exception to the general prohibitions on telephone monitoring that exist under the U.S. Wiretap Act? 

A. Call center exception 

B. Inter-company communications exception 

C. Ordinary course of business exception 

D. Internet calls exception 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=1031d6a6-19f5-4422-b5a2-98d7038905e9 

 

QUESTION 4

SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next question: 

Jane is a U.S. citizen and a senior software engineer at California-based Jones Labs, a major software supplier to the
U.S. Department of Defense and other U.S. federal agencies. Jane\\'s manager, Patrick, is a French citizen who has
been 

living in California for over a decade. Patrick has recently begun to suspect that Jane is an insider secretly transmitting
trade secrets to foreign intelligence. Unbeknownst to Patrick, the FBI has already received a hint from anonymous 

whistleblower, and jointly with the National Security Agency is investigating Jane\\'s possible implication in a
sophisticated foreign espionage campaign. 

Ever since the pandemic, Jane has been working from home. To complete her daily tasks she uses her corporate
laptop, which after each login conspicuously provides notice that the equipment belongs to Jones Labs and may be
monitored 

according to the enacted privacy policy and employment handbook. Jane also has a corporate mobile phone that she
uses strictly for business, the terms of which are defined in her employment contract and elaborated upon in her
employee 

handbook. Both the privacy policy and the employee handbook are revised annually by a reputable California law firm
specializing in privacy law. Jane also has a personal iPhone that she uses for private purposes only. 

Jones Labs has its primary data center in San Francisco, which is managed internally by Jones Labs engineers. The
secondary data center, managed by Amazon AWS, is physically located in the UK for disaster recovery purposes.
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Jones 

Labs\\' mobile devices backup is managed by a mid-sized mobile defense company located in Denver, which physically
stores the data in Canada to reduce costs. Jones Labs MS Office documents are securely stored in a Microsoft Office
365 

data center based in Ireland. Manufacturing data of Jones Labs is stored in Taiwan and managed by a local supplier
that has no presence in the U.S. 

Under Section 702 of FISA, the NSA may do which of the following without a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court
warrant? 

A. Compel AWS to disclose Jane\\'s email communications with a Taiwanese national residing in Taiwan. 

B. Compel AWS to disclose email communications between two Chinese nationals residing in the EU. 

C. Compel Microsoft to disclose Patrick\\'s Skype calls with a Brazilian national living in Peru. 

D. Compel Jane to disclose the PIN code for her corporate mobile phone. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In 2012, the White House and the FTC both issued reports advocating a new approach to privacy enforcement that can
best be described as what? 

A. Harm-based. 

B. Self-regulatory. 

C. Comprehensive. 

D. Notice and choice. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/federal-trade-commission-staff-report-
november-2013-workshop-entitled-internet-things-privacy/150127iotrpt.pdf 
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